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SECRET HAS RESTRICTED SCRUTINY OF THE ROLE OF PHYSICIANS AND OTHER MEDICAL PERSONNEL IN THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY’S “ENHANCED” INTERROGATION PROGRAM, BEGUN IN 2002. THE PROGRAM, ALSO LABELED “PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PAIN,” WAS DESIGNED TO “PSYCHOLOGICALLY ‘DISLOCATE’ THE DETAINEE, MAXIMIZE HIS FEELINGS OF VULNERABILITY AND HELPLESSNESS, AND REDUCE OR ELIMINATE HIS WILL TO RESIST” EFFORTS TO OBTAIN INTELLIGENCE.\textsuperscript{1-3} Appendix F In 2009, the Obama Administration released guidelines on enhanced interrogation written in 2003 and 2004 by the CIA Office of Medical Services (OMS).\textsuperscript{1-3} The OMS guidelines, even in redacted form, and opinions from the US Department of Justice’s (DOJ’s) Office of Legal Counsel show that CIA physicians, psychologists, and other health care personnel had important roles in enhanced interrogation.

Enhanced interrogation methods were applied in escalating fashion. Interrogators typically began by removing the detainee’s clothes, limiting food, and depriving him of sleep through the use of stress positions. If this failed to produce intelligence, interrogators introduced “corrective” and “coercive” methods, including facial and abdominal slaps, dousing with cold water, stress positions and wall standing, confinement in a small or large box, and “walling” (throwing a detainee against a wall up to 20-30 times).\textsuperscript{4} If the detainee still did not provide information, interrogators could use waterboarding (simulated drowning).\textsuperscript{4} These methods have been recognized to constitute torture under international and domestic law by inflicting severe physical or mental pain or anguish on a person.\textsuperscript{5,6}

According to OMS guidelines, physicians and other health care professionals performed on-site medical evaluations before and during interrogation, and waterboarding required the presence of a physician.\textsuperscript{1-3} Appendix F, p2\textsuperscript{2} Exercising these functions violated the ethical standard that physicians may never use their medical skills to facilitate torture or be present when torture is taking place.\textsuperscript{1} In 2003, partially in response to a CIA Inspector General investigation that questioned the use of enhanced interrogation methods and criticized the agency’s failure to consult with OMS about the risks to detainees of waterboarding,\textsuperscript{1} OMS physicians assumed another role, providing opinions to the agency and lawyers whether the techniques used would be expected to cause severe pain or suffering and thus constitute torture.\textsuperscript{1,2,4-6} Physicians provided opinions on potential health effects of enhanced interrogation, described medical “limitations” on their use, and listed references.\textsuperscript{1,2} The OMS analysis is summarized in part in an appendix to OMS guidelines issued in May 2004,\textsuperscript{1} which are reproduced in the TABLE (these were slightly revised in December 2004).\textsuperscript{2} In some cases, the guidelines also urged documentation of the effects of enhanced interrogations on detainees.\textsuperscript{9} The guidelines recognized that waterboarding creates risks of drowning, hypothermia, aspiration pneumonia, or laryngospasm; cramped confinement could result in deep vein thrombosis; and death could result from lengthy exposure to cold water.\textsuperscript{1,2}

The OMS approved these and other methods as long as “limitations” were in place.\textsuperscript{1,2} These limitations included duration limits for exposure to a specified temperature, either up to the time hypothermia would be expected to develop or on evidence of hypothermia; body weight loss of 10% or evidence of significant malnutrition as a result of dietary restrictions; and exposure to noise just under the decibel levels associated with permanent hearing loss. Stress positions were permitted for up to 48 hours provided the detainee’s hands were no higher than the head, weight was borne by lower extremities, and preexisting injuries were not aggravated. In addition, time limits for confinement in a box were specified (eg, 8 consecutive hours and 18 hours per day for the larger box). The OMS guidelines also advised that emergency resuscitation equipment be available when waterboarding was used. No medical limitations were imposed for walling.\textsuperscript{1,2}

The OMS physicians also consulted directly with DOJ lawyers to support legal decisions that interrogators who applied enhanced interrogation methods neither inflicted nor intended to inflict severe mental or physical pain or anguish and thus did not commit torture.\textsuperscript{4,6} Justice Department opinions note that OMS physicians assured the lawyers that sleep deprivation as used by the CIA would not lead to profound disruption in the detainee’s senses or personality (the legal definition of psychological torture).\textsuperscript{6} (p99) (that there was no “medical reason” to believe that waterboarding leads to physical pain,\textsuperscript{6} p12) and that the combined use of enhanced interrogation methods would not cause severe pain.\textsuperscript{6} p12

The OMS endorsement that these methods do not cause severe mental or physical pain or suffering is contrary to clinical experience and research.\textsuperscript{3} The OMS failed to take account of pertinent medical and nonmedical literature about the severe adverse effects of enhanced methods, including the cumulative effects on prisoners subjected to practices such as sensory deprivation.\textsuperscript{1,2}
deprivation, sleep deprivation, waterboarding, and isolation. The few sources OMS did cite were not derived from interrogation or detention programs but, at most, only established threshold exposure limits that would endanger survival or cause permanent physical injury.

This medical participation in enhanced interrogation represents a failure by the physicians involved, and by the OMS institutionally, to uphold ethical medical values. Indeed, OMS encouraged physicians at the CIA detention sites to support enhanced interrogation by interpreting the ethical standard. Even as it reminded physicians of their “obligation to do no harm,” OMS limited duty only to “prevent severe mental pain and suffering.” This breach extended beyond physicians who participated in interrogation to those at the policy level who gave a medical imprimatur to the use of enhanced interrogation, without which it is possible that the DOJ might have been more constrained in approving techniques that amounted to torture. The gravity of these violations demands further investigation, accountability, and reform.
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